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Abstract. The Hybrid Public Key Encryption (HPKE) scheme is an
emerging standard currently under consideration by the Crypto Forum
Research Group (CFRG) of the IETF as a candidate for formal approval.
Of the four modes of HPKE, we analyse the authenticated mode HPKEAuth
in its single-shot encryption form as it contains what is, arguably, the
most novel part of HPKE.
HPKEAuth’s intended application domain is captured by a new primitive
which we call Authenticated Public Key Encryption (APKE). We provide
syntax and security definitions for APKE schemes, as well as for the re-
lated Authenticated Key Encapsulation Mechanisms (AKEMs). We prove
security of the AKEM scheme DH-AKEM underlying HPKEAuth based on
the Gap Diffie-Hellman assumption and provide general AKEM/DEM
composition theorems with which to argue about HPKEAuth’s security. To
this end, we also formally analyse HPKEAuth’s key schedule and key deriva-
tion functions. To increase confidence in our results we use the automatic
theorem proving tool CryptoVerif. All our bounds are quantitative and
we discuss their practical implications for HPKEAuth.
As an independent contribution we propose the new framework of nominal
groups that allows us to capture abstract syntactical and security proper-
ties of practical elliptic curves, including the Curve25519 and Curve448
based groups (which do not constitute cyclic groups).
Keywords. public-key encryption, authentication, signcryption, key en-
capsulation mechanisms

1 Introduction

An effort is currently underway by the Crypto Forum Research Group (CFRG)
to agree upon a new open standard for public key encryption [5]. The standard
will be called Hybrid Public Key Encryption (HPKE) and it is, in particular,
expected to be used as a building block by the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) in at least two further upcoming standardized security protocols [4,30].
The primary source for HPKE is an RFC [5] (currently on draft 8) which lays out
the details of the construction and provides some rough intuition for its security
properties.
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At first glance the HPKE standard might be thought of as a “public key
encryption” scheme in the spirit of the KEM/DEM paradigm [15]. That is, it
combines a Key Encapsulation Mechanism (KEM) and an Authenticated Encryp-
tion with Associated Data (AEAD) acting as a Data Encapsulation Mechanism
(DEM) according to the KEM/DEM paradigm. However, upon closer inspection
HPKE turns out to be more complex than this perfunctory description implies.

First, HPKE actually consists of 2 different KEM/DEM constructions. More-
over, each construction can be instantiated with a pre-shared key (PSK) known to
both sender and receiver, which is used in the key schedule to derive the DEM key.
In total this gives rise to 4 different modes for HPKE. The basic mode HPKEBase
makes use of a standard (say IND-CCA-secure) KEM to obtain a “message privacy
and integrity” only mode. This mode can be extended to HPKEPSK to support
authentication of the sender via a PSK.

The remaining 2 HPKE modes make use of a different KEM/DEM construc-
tion built from a rather non-standard KEM variant which we call an Authenticated
KEM (AKEM). Roughly speaking, an AKEM can be thought of the KEM ana-
logue of signcryption [31]. In particular, sender and receiver both have their own
public/private keys. Each party requires their own private and the other party’s
public key to perform en/decryption. The HPKE RFC constructs an AKEM
based on a generic Diffie-Hellman group. It goes on to fix concrete instantiations
of such groups using either the P-256, P-384, or P-521 NIST curves [28] or
the Curve25519 or Curve448 curves [25]. The AKEM-based HPKE modes also
intend to authenticate the sender to the receiver. Just as in the KEM-based
case, the AKEM/DEM construction can be instantiated in modes either with or
without a PSK. We refer to the AKEM/DEM-based mode without a PSK as the
authenticated mode and, for reasons described below, it is the main focus of this
work. The corresponding HPKE scheme is called HPKEAuth.

Orthogonal to the choice of mode in use, HPKE also provides a so called
single-shot and a multi-shot API. The single-shot API can be thought of as
pairing a single instance of the DEM with a KEM ciphertext while the multi-shot
API establishes a key schedule allowing a single KEM to be used to derive keys
for an entire sequence of DEMs. Finally, HPKE also supports exporting keys
from the key schedule for use by arbitrary higher-level applications.
Applications. As an open standard of the IETF, we believe HPKE to be an
interesting topic of study in its own right. Indeed, HPKE is already slated for
use in at least two upcoming protocols; the Messaging Layer Security (MLS) [4]
secure group messaging protocol and the Encrypted Server Name Indication
(ESNI) extension for TLS 1.3 [30]. Both look to be well-served by the single-shot
API as they require a single DEM to be produced (at the same time as the KEM)
and the combined KEM/DEM ciphertext to be sent as one packet.

More interestingly, at least for MLS, authenticating the sender of an HPKE
ciphertext (based on their public keys) is clearly also a useful property. (For the
ESNI application things are less clear.4)
4 The ESNI RFC calls for a client initiating a TLS connection to send an HPKE cipher-
text to the server. Although not as common, TLS can also be used in settings with
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In a bit more detail, MLS is already equipped with a notion of a PKI involving
public keys bound to long-term identities of parties (as described in [29]). To
invite a new member to an existing MLS protocol session the inviter must send an
HPKE ciphertext to the new member. In line with MLS’s strong authentication
goals, the new member is expected to be able to cryptographically validate the
(supposed) identity of the sender of such ciphertexts.

Currently, MLS calls for the HPKE ciphertext to be produced using HPKE’s
basic mode HPKEBase and the resulting ciphertext to be signed by the inviter
using a digital signature scheme (either ECDSA or EdDSA). However, an alter-
native approach to achieve the same ends could be to directly use HPKE in its
authenticated mode HPKEAuth. This would save on at least 2 modular exponenti-
ations as well as result in packets containing 2 fewer group elements. Reducing
computational and communication complexity has been a central focus of the
MLS design process as such costs are considered the main hurdles to achieving
the MLS’s stated goal of supporting extremely large groups. Unfortunately, in
our analysis, we discovered that HPKEAuth does not authenticate the sender when
the receiver’s secret key leaked, a key compromise impersonation (KCI) attack
(Section 4.4). MLS aims to provide strong security in the face of state leakage
(which includes KCI attacks), so switching from HPKEBase and signatures to
HPKEAuth would result in a significant security downgrade.

HPKEAuth could also be a replacement for the public-key authenticated en-
cryption originally implemented by the NaCl cryptographic library. HPKEAuth is
safer than the NaCl implementation because, in HPKEAuth, the shared secret is
bound to the intended sender and recipient public keys.

1.1 Our Contributions

So far, there has been no formal analysis of the HPKE standard. Unfortunately,
due to its many modes, options and features a complete analysis of HPKE from
scratch seems rather too ambitious for a single work such as this one. Thus, we are
forced to choose our scope more carefully. The basic mode HPKEBase (especially
using the single-shot API) seems to be a quite standard construction. Therefore,
and in light of the above discussion around MLS, we have opted to focus on the
more novel authenticated mode in its single-shot API form HPKEAuth. To this
end we make the following contributions.
Authenticated KEM and PKE. We begin, in Section 4, by introducing
Authenticated Key Encapsulation Mechanisms (AKEM) and Authenticated Public
Key Encryption (APKE) schemes, where the syntax of APKE matches that of
the single-shot authenticated mode of HPKEAuth. In terms of security, we define
(multi-user) security notions capturing both authenticity and (2 types of) privacy
for an AKEM and an APKE. In a bit more detail, both for authenticity and

bi-directional authentication. In particular, clients can use certificates binding their
identities to their public key to authenticate themselves to the server. Unfortunately,
it is unclear how the server would know, a priori, which public key to use for the
client when attempting to decrypt the HPKE ciphertext.
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Table 1: Security properties needed to prove Outsider-Auth, Outsider-CCA, and
Insider-CCA security of APKE obtained by the AKEM/DEM construction.

AKEM AEAD

Outsider-Auth Outsider-CCA Insider-CCA INT-CTXT IND-CPA

Outsider-AuthAPKE X X X
Outsider-CCAAPKE X X X

Insider-CCAAPKE X X X

for privacy we consider so called weaker outsider and stronger insider variants.
Intuitively, outsider notions model settings where the adversary is an outside
observer. Conversely, insider notions model settings where the adversary is
somehow directly involved; in particular, even selecting some of the secrets used
to produce target ciphertexts. A bit more formally, we call an honestly generated
key pair secure if the secret key was not (explicitly) leaked to the adversary
and leaked if it was. A key pair is called bad if it was sampled arbitrarily by
the adversary. A scheme is outsider-secure if target ciphertexts are secure when
produced using secure key pairs. Meanwhile, insider security holds even if one
secure and one bad key pair are used. For example, insider privacy (Insider-CCA)
for AKEM requires that an encapsulated key remains indistinguishable from
random despite the encapsulating ciphertext being produced using bad sender
keys (but secure receiver keys). Similarly, insider authenticity (Insider-Auth)
requires that an adversary cannot produce a valid ciphertext for bad receiver keys
as long as the sender keys are secure. In particular, insider authenticity implies
(but is strictly stronger than) Key Compromise Impersonation (KCI) security as
KCI security only requires authenticity for leaked (but not bad) receiver keys.

Moreover, as an independent contribution we show that for each security
notion of an AKEM a (significantly simpler) single-user and single-challenge-query
version already implies security for its (more complex but practically relevant)
multi-user version. In particular, this provides an easier target for future work
on AKEMs, e.g. when building a post-quantum variant of HPKEAuth.

AKEM/DEM: from AKEM to APKE. Next we turn to the AKEM/DEM con-
struction used in the HPKE standard. We prove a set of composition results each
showing a different type of security for the single-shot AKEM/DEM construction
depending on which properties the underlying AKEM guarantees. Each of these
results also assumes standard security properties for the AEAD (namely IND-CPA
and INT-CTXT) and for the key schedule KS (namely pseudo-randomness). In
particular, these results are proven in the standard model. Somewhat to our
surprise, it turns out that the APKE obtained by the AKEM/DEM construction
does not provide insider authenticity (and so, nor does HPKEAuth itself). Indeed,
we give an attack in Section 4.4.

Table 1 summarises the AKEM and AEAD properties we use to prove each of
the remaining 3 types of security for the AKEM/DEM APKE construction.
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The HPKEAuth Scheme. In Section 5 we analyse the generic HPKEAuth scheme
proposed in the RFC. HPKEAuth is an instantiation of the AKEM/DEM paradigm
discussed above.

Thus, we first analyse DH-AKEM, the particular AKEM underlying HPKEAuth.
The RFC builds DH-AKEM from a key-derivation function KDF and an underlying
generic Diffie-Hellman group. As one of our main results we show that DH-AKEM
provides authenticity and privacy based on the Gap Diffie-Hellman assumption
over the underlying group. To show this we model KDF as a random oracle.

Next we consider HPKEAuth’s key schedule and prove it to be pseudo-random
based on pseudo-randomness of its building blocks, the functions Extract and
Expand. Similarly, we argue why DH-AKEM’s key derivation function KDF can
be modelled as a random oracle. Finally, by applying our results about the
AKEM/DEM paradigm from the previous sections, we obtain security proofs
capturing the privacy and authenticity of HPKEAuth as an APKE. Our presentation
ends with concrete bounds of HPKEAuth’s security and their interpretation.
Practice-Oriented Cryptography. Due to the very applied nature of HPKE
we have taken care to maximise the practical relevance of our results. All security
properties we analyse for HPKEAuth are defined directly for a multi-user setting.
Further, to help practitioners set sound parameters for their HPKE applications,
our results are stated in terms of very fine-grained exact (as opposed to asymptotic)
terms. That is, the security loss for each result is bounded as an explicit function
of various parameters such as the numbers of key pairs, queries, etc.

Finally, instead of relying on a generic prime-order group to state our underly-
ing security assumptions, we ultimately reduce security to assumptions on each of
the concrete elliptic-curve-based instantiations. For the P-256, P-384, and P-521
curves, this is relatively straightforward. However, for Curve25519 and Curve448,
this is a less than trivial step as those groups (and their associated Diffie-Hellman
functions X25519 and X448) depart significantly from the standard generic group
abstraction. To this end we introduce the new abstraction of nominal groups
which allows us to argue about correctness and security of our schemes over
all above-mentioned elliptic curve groups, including Curve25519 and Curve448.
(We believe this abstraction has applications well beyond its use in this work.)
Ultimately, this approach results in both an additional security loss and the
explicit consideration of (potential) new attacks not present for generic groups.
In particular, both Curve25519 and Curve448 exhibit similar (but different)
idiosyncrasies such as having non-equal but functionally equivalent curve points
as well as self-reducibility with non-zero error probability, all of which we take
into account in our reductions to the respective underlying assumption.

1.2 Proof Techniques

The results in this work have been demonstrated using a combination of tra-
ditional “pen-and-paper” techniques and the automated theorem proving tool
CryptoVerif [13], which was already used to verify important practical protocols
such as TLS 1.3 [12], Signal [22], and WireGuard [27]. CryptoVerif produces
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game-based proofs: it starts from an initial game provided by the user, which
represents the protocol or scheme to prove; it transforms this game step by step
using a predefined set of game transformations, until it reaches a game on which
the desired security properties can easily be proved from the form of the game.
The game transformations are guaranteed to produced computationally indis-
tinguishable games, and either rely on a proof by reduction to a computational
assumption or are syntactic transformations (e.g. replace a variable with its
value). Using CryptoVerif to prove statements can result in greater confidence in
their correctness, especially when the proofs require deriving (otherwise quite
tedious) exact bounds on the security loss and/or reasoning about relatively
complicated, e.g. multi-instance, security games.

However, CryptoVerif also has its limitations. Fortunately, these can be
readily overcome using traditional techniques. The language used to define
security statements in CryptoVerif is rather unconventional in the context of
cryptography, not to mention (necessarily) very formal and detailed. Together
this can make it quite challenging to build an intuitive understanding for a given
notion (e.g. to verify that it captures the desired setting). To circumvent this, we
present each of our security definitions using the more well-known language of
game-based security. Next we map these to corresponding CryptoVerif definitions.
Thus, the intuition can be built upon a game-based notion and it remains only
to verify the functional equivalence of the CryptoVerif instantiation.

CryptoVerif was designed with multi-instance security in mind and so relies
on more unconventional multi-instance number theoretic assumptions. However,
the simpler a definition (say, for a KEM) the easier it is to demonstrate for a
given construction. Similarly, in cryptography we tend to prefer simpler, static,
not to mention well-known, number theoretic assumptions so as to build more
confidence in them. Consequently, we have augmented the automated proofs
with further pen-and-paper proofs reducing multi-instance security notions and
assumptions to simpler (and more conventional) single-instance versions.

1.3 Related Work

Hybrid cryptography (of which the AKEM/DEM construction in this work is an
example) is a widely used technique for constructing practically efficient asym-
metric primitives. In particular, there exist several hybrid PKE-based concrete
standards predating HPKE, mostly based on the DHIES scheme of [1] defined
over a generic (discrete log) group. When the group is instantiated using elliptic
curves the result is often referred to as ECIES (much like the Diffie-Hellman
scheme over an elliptic curve group is referred to as ECDH). A description and
comparison of the most important such standards can be found in [20]. However,
per the HPKE RFC, “All these existing schemes have problems, e.g., because
they rely on outdated primitives, lack proofs of IND-CCA2 security, or fail to
provide test vectors.” Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, none of these
standards provide a means for authenticating senders.

The APKE primitive we analyse in this paper can be viewed as a flavour of
signcryption [31]; a family of primitives intended to efficiently combine signatures
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and public key encryption. Signcryption literature is substantial and we refer
to the textbook [18] for an extensive exposition thereof. We highlight some
chapters of particular relevance. Chapters 2 and 3 cover 2-party and multi-party
security notions, respectively; both for insider and outsider variants. Chapter 4
of [18] contains several (Gap)-Diffie-Hellman-based signcryption constructions.
Finally, Chapter 7 covers some AKEM security notions and constructions (aka.
“signcryption KEM”) as well as hybrid signcryption constructions such as the
outsider-secure one of [17] and insider-secure one of [16]. In contrast to our work,
almost all security notions in [18] forbid honest parties from reusing the same
key pair for both sending and receiving (even if sender and receiver keys have
identical distribution). 5 Nor is it clear that a scheme satisfying a “key-separated”
security notion could be converted into an equally efficient scheme supporting
key reuse. The naïve transformation (embedding a sender and receiver key pair
into a single reusable key pair) would double key sizes. However, an HPKE public
key consists of a single group element which can be used simultaneously as a
sender and receiver public key.

Recently, Bellare and Stepanovs analysed the signcryption scheme underlying
the iMessage secure messaging protocol [9]. Although their security notions allow
for key reuse as in our work, they fall outside the outsider/insider taxonomy
common in signcryption literature. Instead, they capture an intermediary variant
more akin to KCI security.

A detailed model of Curve25519 [25] in CryptoVerif was already presented
in [27]; such a model was needed for the proof of the WireGuard protocol. In
this paper, we present a more generic model that allows us to deal not only with
Curve25519 but also with prime order groups such as NIST curves [28] in a single
model. Moreover, we handle rerandomisation of curve elements, which was not
taken into account in [27].

A very preliminary version of this work analyses HPKE as a single protocol,
not in a modular KEM/DEM setting [26]. The proven theorems are less strong
than the ones in this work, e.g. the adversary cannot choose secret keys but only
compromise them. However, the analysis covers the single-shot encryption form
of all four modes including the secret export API.

2 Preliminaries

Sets and Algorithms. We write h $← S to denote that the variable h is
uniformly sampled from the finite set S. For integers N,M ∈ N, we define
[N,M ] := {N,N + 1, . . . ,M} (which is the empty set for M < N), [N ] := [1, N ]
and [N ]0 := [0, N ]. The statistical distance between two random variables U
and V having a common domain U is defined as ∆[U, V ] =

∑
u∈U |Pr[U =

u]− Pr[V = u]|. The notation JBK, where B is a boolean statement, evaluates
to 1 if the statement is true and 0 otherwise.
5 The only exception we are aware of are the security notions used to analyse 2
bilinear-pairing-based schemes in Sections 5.5 and 5.6 of [18].
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We use uppercase letters A,B to denote algorithms. Unless otherwise stated,
algorithms are probabilistic, and we write (y1, . . .) $← A(x1, . . .) to denote that
A returns (y1, . . .) when run on input (x1, . . .). We write AB to denote that A
has oracle access to B during its execution. For a randomised algorithm A, we
use the notation y ∈ A(x) to denote that y is a possible output of A on input x.
We denote the running time of an algorithm A by tA.
Security Games. We use standard code-based security games [8]. A game G
is a probability experiment in which an adversary A interacts with an implicit
challenger that answers oracle queries issued by A. The game G has one main
procedure and an arbitrary amount of additional oracle procedures which describe
how these oracle queries are answered. We denote the (binary) output b of game
G between a challenger and an adversary A as GA ⇒ b. A is said to win G
if GA ⇒ 1. Unless otherwise stated, the randomness in the probability term
Pr[GA ⇒ 1] is over all the random coins in game G.

3 Elliptic Curves

In this section we introduce the elliptic curves relevant for the HPKE standard,
P-256, P-384, P-521 [28], Curve25519 and Curve448 [25], together with relevant
security assumptions.

3.1 Nominal Groups

We first define nominal groups, a general abstract model of elliptic curves, and
then show how we instantiate it for each of the above-mentioned curves.

Definition 1. A nominal group N = (G, g, p, EH , exp) consists of an efficiently
recognizable finite set of elements G (also called “group elements”), a base element
g ∈ G, a prime p, a finite set of honest exponents EH ⊂ Z, and an efficiently
computable exponentiation function exp : G × Z → G, where we write Xy for
exp(X, y). The exponentiation function is required to have the following properties:

(1) (Xy)z = Xyz for all X ∈ G, y, z ∈ Z
(2) gx+py = gx for all x, y ∈ Z .

We remark that even though G is called the set of (group) elements, it is not
required to form a group.

For a nominal group N = (G, g, p, EH , exp) we let GH be the distribution of
honestly generated elements, that is, the distribution of gx with x $← EH . Let
GU be the distribution of gx with x $← [1, p− 1]. Depending on the choice of EH ,
these distributions may differ. We define the two statistical parameters

∆N := ∆[GH ,GU ], and PN = max
Y ∈G

Pr
x

$←EH

[Y = gx] .

We summarise the expected security level and the concrete upper bounds for
∆N and PN in Table 2 of Section 5.3 and compute them below.
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Prime-Order Groups. The simplest example of a nominal group is when
G = G is a prime-order group with generator g, exp is defined via the usual scalar
multiplication on G, and EH = [1, p − 1]. The two distributions GH and GU

are identical, so ∆N = 0. Since all elements have the same probability, we have
PN = 1/(p− 1). The NIST curves P-256, P-384, and P-521 [28] are examples of
prime-order groups.
Curve25519 and Curve448. We now show that Curve25519 and Curve448 [25]
can also be seen as nominal groups. They are elliptic curves defined by equations
of the form Y 2 = X3 +AX2 +X in the field Fq for a large prime q. The curve
points are represented only by their X coordinate. When X3 + AX2 + X is a
square Y 2, X represents the curve point (X,Y ) or (X,−Y ). When X3 +AX2 +X
is not a square, X does not represent a point on the curve, but on its quadratic
twist. The curve is a group of cardinal kp and the twist is a group of cardinal k′p′,
where p and p′ are large primes and k and k′ are small integers. For Curve25519,
q = 2255 − 19, k = 8, k′ = 4, p = 2252 + δ, p′ = 2253 − 9− 2δ with 0 < δ < 2125.
For Curve448, q = 2448 − 2224 − 1, k = k′ = 4, p = 2446 − 2223 − δ, p′ = 2446 + δ
with 0 < δ < 2220. The base point Q0 is an element of the curve, of order p,
which generates a subgroup Gs of the curve. The set of elements G is the set of
bitstrings of 32 bytes for Curve25519, of 56 bytes for Curve448.

The exponentiation function is specified as follows, using [11, Theorem 2.1]:
We consider the elliptic curve E(Fq2) defined by the equation Y 2 = X3+AX2+X
in a quadratic extension Fq2 of Fq. We define X0 : E(Fq2)→ Fq2 by X0(∞) = 0
and X0(X,Y ) = X. For X ∈ Fq and y an integer, we define y · X ∈ Fq as
y · X = X0(yQX), where QX ∈ E(Fq2) is any of the two elements satisfying
X0(QX) = X. (It is not hard to verify that this mapping is well-defined.)
Elements in G are mapped to elements of Fq by the function decode_pk : G →
Fq and conversely, elements of Fq are mapped to the group elements by the
function encode_pk : Fq → G, such that decode_pk ◦ encode_pk is the identity.
(For Curve25519 we have decode_pk(X) = (X mod 2255) mod q, for Curve448
decode_pk(X) = X mod q, and encode_pk(X) is the representation of X as an
element of {0, . . . , q − 1}.) Finally, Xy = encode_pk(y · decode_pk(X)).

As required by Definition 1, we have (Xy)z = Xyz. Indeed,

(Xy)z = encode_pk(z · decode_pk(encode_pk(y · decode_pk(X))))
= encode_pk(z · y · decode_pk(X))
= encode_pk(yz · decode_pk(X)) = Xyz .

The base element is g = encode_pk(X0(Q0)). It is easy to check that gx+py =
gx, since Q0 is an element of order p. The honest exponents are chosen uniformly
in the set EH = {kn | n ∈ [M,N ]}. For Curve25519, M = 2251, N = 2252 − 1.
For Curve448, M = 2445, N = 2446 − 1.

Our exponentiation function is closely related to the function X25519 (resp.
X448 for Curve448) as defined in [25], namely X25519(y,X) = Xclamp(y), where
clamp(y) sets and resets some bits in the bitstring y to make sure that clamp(y) ∈
EH . Instead of clamping secret keys together with exponentiation, we clamp them
when we generate them, hence we generate honest secret keys in EH .
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The proof of the following Lemma 1 is in the long version [3].

Lemma 1. For Curve25519, ∆N < 2−125 and PN = 2−250, and for Curve448,
∆N < 2−220 and PN = 2−444.

3.2 Diffie-Hellman Assumptions

Let us first recall the Gap Diffie-Hellman and Square Gap Diffie-Hellman assump-
tions. We adapt them to the setting of a nominal group N = (G, g, p, EH , exp) of
the previous section, by allowing elements in G as arguments of the Diffie-Hellman
decision oracle. Moreover, we still choose secret keys in [1, p− 1], not in EH , as it
guarantees that the secret key p, or equivalently 0, is never chosen, which helps
in the following theorems.

Definition 2 (Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH) Problem). We define the advan-
tage function of an adversary A against the Gap Diffie-Hellman problem over
nominal group N as

AdvGDH
A,N := Pr

x,y
$←[1,p−1]

[Z = gxy | Z $← ADH(gx, gy)]

where DH is a decision oracle that on input (gx̂, Y, Z), with Y,Z ∈ G, returns 1
iff Y x̂ = Z and 0 otherwise.

Definition 3 (Square Gap Diffie-Hellman (sqGDH) Problem). We define
the advantage function of an adversary A against the Square Gap Diffie-Hellman
problem over nominal group N as

AdvsqGDH
A,N := Pr

x
$←[1,p−1]

[
Z = gx

2
| Z $← ADH(gx)

]
where DH is a decision oracle that on input (gx̂, Y, Z), with Y,Z ∈ G, returns 1
iff Y x̂ = Z and 0 otherwise.

CryptoVerif cannot use cryptographic assumptions directly in this form: it re-
quires assumptions to be formulated as computational indistinguishability axioms
between a left game G` and a right game Gr. In order to use such assumptions,
it automatically recognizes when a game corresponds to an adversary interacting
with G`, and it replaces G` with Gr in that game. Moreover, CryptoVerif re-
quires the games G` and Gr to be formulated in a multi-key setting. That allows
CryptoVerif to apply the assumption directly in case the scheme is used with
several keys, without having to do a hybrid argument itself. (CryptoVerif infers
the multi-key assumption automatically from a single-key assumption only in
very simple cases.) Therefore, we reformulate the Gap Diffie-Hellman assumption
to satisfy these requirements, and prove that our formulation is implied by the
standard assumption.

We also take into account at this point that secret keys are actually chosen
in EH rather than in [1, p− 1].
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Definition 4 (Left-or-Right (n,m)-Gap Diffie-Hellman Problem). We
define the advantage function of an adversary A against the left-or-right (n,m)-
Gap Diffie-Hellman problem over nominal group N as

AdvLoR-(n,m)-GDH
A,N :=

∣∣∣∣∣ Pr
∀i∈[n] : xi

$←EH

∀j∈[m] : yj
$←EH

[
ADH`,DH0(gx1 , . . . , gxn , gy1 , . . . , gym)⇒ 1

]

− Pr
∀i∈[n] : xi

$←EH

∀j∈[m] : yj
$←EH

[
ADHr,DH0(gx1 , . . . , gxn , gy1 , . . . , gym)⇒ 1

] ∣∣∣∣∣ ,
where DH0 is a decision oracle that on input (gx̂, Y, Z) returns 1 iff Y x̂ = Z and
0 otherwise; DH` is a decision oracle that on input (i, j, Z) for i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m]
returns 1 iff Z = gxiyj and 0 otherwise; and DHr is an oracle that on input
(i, j, Z) for i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m] always returns 0.

Definition 5 (Left-or-Right n-Square Gap Diffie-Hellman Problem).
We define the advantage function of an adversary A against the left-or-right
n-Square Gap Diffie-Hellman problem over nominal group N as

AdvLoR-n-sqGDH
A,N :=

∣∣∣∣∣ Pr
∀i∈[n] : xi

$←EH

[
ADH`,DH0(gx1 . . . , gxn)⇒ 1

]
− Pr
∀i∈[n] : xi

$←EH

[
ADHr,DH0(gx1 , . . . , gxn)⇒ 1

] ∣∣∣∣∣ ,
where DH0 is a decision oracle that on input (gx̂, Y, Z) returns 1 iff Y x̂ = Z and
0 otherwise; DH` is a decision oracle that on input (i, j, Z) for i, j ∈ [n] returns
1 iff Z = gxixj and 0 otherwise; and DHr is an oracle that on input (i, j, Z) for
i, j ∈ [n] always returns 0.

The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are in the long version [3].

Theorem 1 (GDH ⇒ LoR-(n,m)-GDH). For any adversary A against LoR-
(n,m)-GDH, there exists an adversary B against GDH such that

AdvLoR-(n,m)-GDH
A,N ≤ AdvGDH

B,N + (n+m)∆N ,

B queries the DH oracle as many times as A queries DH0, DH`, or DHr, and
tB ≈ tA.

Theorem 2 (sqGDH ⇒ LoR-n-sqGDH). For any adversary A against LoR-n-
sqGDH, there exists an adversary B against sqGDH such that

AdvLoR-n-sqGDH
A,N ≤ AdvsqGDH

B,N + n∆N ,

B queries the DH oracle as many times as A queries DH0, DH`, or DHr, and
tB ≈ tA.
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In these theorems, the terms in ∆N = ∆[GH ,GU ] come from the reran-
domisation of keys, which yields keys distributed according to GU , while the
adversary expects keys distributed according to GH . (Choosing secret keys in
EH in Definitions 2 and 3 would not avoid this term.)
Implementation in CryptoVerif. Definitions in this style for many crypto-
graphic primitives are included in a standard library of cryptographic assumptions
in CryptoVerif. As a matter of fact, this library includes a more general variant of
the Gap Diffie-Hellman assumption, with corruption oracles and with a decision
oracle DH(g,X, Y, Z), which allows the adversary to choose g. In this paper, we
use the definition above as it is sufficient for our proofs.

4 Authenticated Key Encapsulation and Public Key
Encryption

In Section 4.1, we introduce notation and security notions for an authenticated
key encapsulation mechanism (AKEM), namely Outsider-CCA, Insider-CCA and
Outsider-Auth. In Section 4.2, we introduce notation and security notions for
authenticated public key encryption (APKE) which follow the ideas of the notions
defined for AKEM. Additionally, we define Insider-Auth security.

In Section 4.3, we show how to construct an APKE scheme which achieves
Outsider-CCA, Insider-CCA and Outsider-Auth, from an AKEM, a pseudo-random
function (PRF), and a nonce-based authenticated encryption with associated
data (AEAD) scheme. For Insider-Auth, we give a concrete attack in Section 4.4.

4.1 Authenticated Key Encapsulation Mechanism

Definition 6 (AKEM). An authenticated key encapsulation mechanism AKEM
consists of three algorithms:

– Gen outputs a key pair (sk, pk), where pk defines a key space K.
– AuthEncap takes as input a (sender) secret key sk and a (receiver) public key

pk, and outputs an encapsulation c and a shared secret K ∈ K.
– Deterministic AuthDecap takes as input a (receiver) secret key sk, a (sender)

public key pk, and an encapsulation c, and outputs a shared key K ∈ K.

We require that for all (sk1, pk1) ∈ Gen, (sk2, pk2) ∈ Gen,

Pr
(c,K) $←AuthEncap(sk1,pk2)

[AuthDecap(sk2, pk1, c) = K] = 1 .

The two sets of secret and public keys, SK and PK, are defined via the support
of the Gen algorithm as SK := {sk | (sk, pk) ∈ Gen} and PK := {pk | (sk, pk) ∈
Gen}. We assume that there exists a projection function µ : SK → PK, such that
for all (sk, pk) ∈ Gen it holds that µ(sk) = pk. Note that such a function exists
without loss of generality by defining sk to be the randomness rnd used in the
key generation.
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Finally, the key collision probability PAKEM of AKEM is defined as

PAKEM := max
pk∈PK

Pr
(sk′,pk′) $←Gen

[pk = pk ′] .

Privacy. We define the games (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCA` and (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-
CCAr in Listing 1 and the games (n, qe, qd, qc)-Insider-CCA` and (n, qe, qd, qc)-
Insider-CCAr in Listing 2. The games follow the left-or-right style, as CryptoVerif
requires this for assumptions, and we use these notions as assumptions in the
composition theorems. In the long version [3, Appendix B], we compare the
code-based game syntax with the CryptoVerif syntax for Outsider-CCA.

In all games, we generate key pairs for n users and run the adversary on
the public keys. In the Outsider-CCA games, the adversary has access to oracles
AEncap and ADecap. AEncap takes as input an index specifying a sender, as
well as an arbitrary public key specifying a receiver, and returns a ciphertext
and a KEM key. In the left game Outsider-CCA`, AEncap always returns the
real KEM key. In the right game Outsider-CCAr, it outputs a uniformly random
key if the receiver public key was generated by the experiment. This models
the adversary as an outsider and ensures that target ciphertexts from an honest
sender to an honest receiver are secure, i. e. do not leak any information about
the shared key. Queries to ADecap, where the adversary specifies an index for
a receiver public key, an arbitrary sender public key and a ciphertext, output
a KEM key. In the Outsider-CCAr game, the output is kept consistent with the
output of AEncap.

In the Insider-CCA games, there is an additional challenge oracle Chall. The
adversary gives an index specifying the receiver and the secret key of the sender,
thus taking the role of an insider. Chall will then output the real KEM key in
the Insider-CCA` game, and a uniformly random key in the Insider-CCAr game.
Thus, even if the target ciphertext was produced with a bad sender secret key
(and honest receiver public key), the KEM key should be indistinguishable from a
random key. AEncap will always output the real key and the output of ADecap
is kept consistent with challenges.

In all games, the adversary makes at most qe queries to oracle AEncap and
at most qd queries to oracle ADecap. In the Insider-CCA experiment, it can
additionally make at most qc queries to oracle Chall. We define the advantage
of an adversary A as

Adv(n,qe,qd)-Outsider-CCA
A,AKEM :=

∣∣Pr[(n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCA`(A)⇒ 1]
−Pr[(n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCAr(A)⇒ 1]

∣∣ ,
Adv(n,qe,qd,qc)-Insider-CCA

A,AKEM :=
∣∣Pr[(n, qe, qd, qc)-Insider-CCA`(A)⇒ 1]
−Pr[(n, qe, qd, qc)-Insider-CCAr(A)⇒ 1]

∣∣ .
Authenticity. Furthermore, we define the games (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-Auth` and
(n, qe, qd)-Outsider-Authr in Listing 3.
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Listing 1: Games (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCA` and (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCAr for
AKEM. Adversary A makes at most qe queries to AEncap and at most qd
queries to ADecap.

(n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCA` and
(n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCAr

01 for i ∈ [n]
02 (ski, pki) $← Gen
03 E ← ∅
04 b $← AAEncap,ADecap(pk1, . . . , pkn)
05 return b

Oracle AEncap(i ∈ [n], pk)
06 (c,K) $← AuthEncap(ski, pk)
07 if pk ∈ {pk1, . . . , pkn}
08 K $← K
09 E ← E ∪ {(pki, pk, c,K)}
10 return (c,K)

Oracle ADecap(j ∈ [n], pk, c)
11 if ∃K : (pk, pkj , c,K) ∈ E
12 return K
13 K ← AuthDecap(skj , pk, c)
14 return K

Listing 2: Games (n, qe, qd, qc)-Insider-CCA` and (n, qe, qd, qc)-Insider-CCAr for
AKEM. Adversary A makes at most qe queries to AEncap, at most qd queries
to ADecap and at most qc queries to Chall.

(n, qe, qd, qc)-Insider-CCA` and
(n, qe, qd, qc)-Insider-CCAr

01 for i ∈ [n]
02 (ski, pki) $← Gen
03 E ← ∅
04 b $← AAEncap,ADecap,Chall(pk1, . . . , pkn)
05 return b

Oracle Chall(j ∈ [n], sk)
06 (c,K) $← AuthEncap(sk, pkj)
07 K $← K
08 E ← E ∪ {(µ(sk), pkj , c,K)}
09 return (c,K)

Oracle AEncap(i ∈ [n], pk)
10 (c,K) $← AuthEncap(ski, pk)
11 return (c,K)

Oracle ADecap(j ∈ [n], pk, c)
12 if ∃K : (pk, pkj , c,K) ∈ E
13 return K
14 K ← AuthDecap(skj , pk, c)
15 return K

Listing 3: Games (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-Auth` and (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-Authr for
AKEM. Adversary A makes at most qe queries to AEncap and at most qd
queries to ADecap.

(n, qe, qd)-Outsider-Auth` and
(n, qe, qd)-Outsider-Authr

01 for i ∈ [n]
02 (ski, pki) $← Gen
03 E ← ∅
04 b $← AAEncap,ADecap(pk1, . . . , pkn)
05 return b

Oracle AEncap(i ∈ [n], pk)
06 (c,K) $← AuthEncap(ski, pk)
07 E ← E ∪ {(pki, pk, c,K)}
08 return (c,K)

Oracle ADecap(j ∈ [n], pk, c)
09 if ∃K : (pk, pkj , c,K) ∈ E
10 return K
11 K ← AuthDecap(skj , pk, c)
12 if pk ∈ {pk1, . . . , pkn} and K 6= ⊥
13 K $← K
14 E ← E ∪ {(pk, pkj , c,K)}
15 return K
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The adversary has access to oracles AEncap and ADecap. AEncap will
always output the real KEM key. ADecap will output the real key in game
Outsider-Auth`. In the Outsider-Authr game, the adversary (acting as an outsider)
will receive a uniformly random key if the receiver public key was generated by
the experiment. Thus, the adversary should not be able to distinguish the real
KEM key from a random key for two honest users, even if it can come up with
the target ciphertext.

The adversary makes at most qe queries to oracle AEncap and at most qd
queries to oracle ADecap. We define the advantage of an adversary A as

Adv(n,qe,qd)-Outsider-Auth
A,AKEM :=

∣∣Pr[(n, qe, qd)-Outsider-Auth`(A)⇒ 1]
−Pr[(n, qe, qd)-Outsider-Authr(A)⇒ 1]

∣∣ .
In the long version [3, Appendix A], we provide simpler single-user or 2-user

versions of these properties, and show that they non-tightly imply the definitions
above. These results could be useful to simplify the proof for new AKEMs that
could be added to HPKE, such as post-quantum AKEMs. However, because the
reduction is not tight, a direct proof of multi-user security may yield better
probability bounds. This is the case for our proof of DH-AKEM in Section 5.1.

4.2 Authenticated Public Key Encryption

Definition 7 (APKE). An authenticated public key encryption scheme APKE
consists of the following three algorithms:

– Gen outputs a key pair (sk, pk).
– AuthEnc takes as input a (sender) secret key sk, a (receiver) public key pk, a
message m, associated data aad, a bitstring info, and outputs a ciphertext c.

– Deterministic AuthDec takes as input a (receiver) secret key sk, a (sender)
public key pk, a ciphertext c, associated data aad and a bitstring info, and
outputs a message m.

We require that for all messages m ∈ {0, 1}∗, aad ∈ {0, 1}∗, info ∈ {0, 1}∗,

Pr
(skS ,pkS )

$←Gen

(skR,pkR)
$←Gen

[
c← AuthEnc(skS , pkR,m, aad, info),
AuthDec(skR, pkS , c, aad, info) = m

]
= 1 .

Privacy. We define the games (n, qe, qd, qc)-Outsider-CCA and (n, qe, qd, qc)-
Insider-CCA in Listing 4, which follow ideas similar to the games for outsider and
insider-secure AKEM. The security notions for APKE use the common style where
challenge queries are with respect to a random bit b. In particular, the additional
challenge oracle Chall will encrypt either message m0 or m1 provided by the
adversary, depending on b. Oracles AEnc and ADec will always encrypt and
decrypt honestly (except for challenge ciphertexts).
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Listing 4: Games (n, qe, qd, qc)-Outsider-CCA and (n, qe, qd, qc)-Insider-CCA for
APKE, where (n, qe, qd, qc)-Outsider-CCA uses oracle Chall in the dashed box
and (n, qe, qd, qc)-Insider-CCA uses oracle Chall in the solid box. Adversary A
makes at most qe queries to AEnc, at most qd queries to ADec and at most qc
queries to Chall.

(n, qe, qd, qc)-Outsider-CCA and

(n, qe, qd, qc)-Insider-CCA
01 for i ∈ [n]
02 (ski, pki) $← Gen
03 E ← ∅
04 b $← {0, 1}
05 b′ $← AAEnc,ADec,Chall(pk1, . . . , pkn)
06 return Jb = b′K

Oracle ADec(j ∈ [n], pk, c, aad, info)
07 if (pk, pkj , c, aad, info) ∈ E
08 return ⊥
09 m← AuthDec(skj , pk, c, aad, info)
10 return m

Oracle AEnc(i ∈ [n], pk,m, aad, info)
11 c $← AuthEnc(ski, pk,m, aad, info)
12 return c

Oracle Chall(i ∈ [n], j ∈ [n],m0,m1, aad, info)
13 if |m0| 6= |m1| return ⊥
14 c $← AuthEnc(ski, pkj ,mb, aad, info)
15 E ← E ∪ {(pki, pkj , c, aad, info)}
16 return c

Oracle Chall(j ∈ [n], sk,m0,m1, aad, info)
17 if |m0| 6= |m1| return ⊥
18 c $← AuthEnc(sk, pkj ,mb, aad, info)
19 E ← E ∪ {(µ(sk), pkj , c, aad, info)}
20 return c

Listing 5: Games (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-Auth and (n, qe, qd)-Insider-Auth for APKE.
Adversary A makes at most qe queries to AEnc and at most qd queries to ADec.

(n, qe, qd)-Outsider-Auth
01 for i ∈ [n]
02 (ski, pki) $← Gen
03 E ← ∅
04 (i∗, j∗, c∗, aad∗, info∗) $← AAEnc,ADec(pk1, . . . , pkn)
05 return J(pki∗ , pkj∗ , c

∗, aad∗, info∗) 6∈ E
and AuthDec(skj∗ , pki∗ , c

∗, aad∗, info∗) 6= ⊥K

(n, qe, qd)-Insider-Auth
06 for i ∈ [n]
07 (ski, pki) $← Gen
08 E ← ∅
09 (i∗, sk, c∗, aad∗, info∗) $← AAEnc,ADec(pk1, ..., pkn)
10 return J(pki∗ , µ(sk), c∗, aad∗, info∗) 6∈ E

and AuthDec(sk, pki∗ , c
∗, aad∗, info∗) 6= ⊥K

Oracle AEnc(i ∈ [n], pk,m, aad, info)
11 c $← AuthEnc(ski, pk,m, aad, info)
12 E ← E ∪ {(pki, pk, c, aad, info)}
13 return c

Oracle ADec(j ∈ [n], pk, c, aad, info)
14 m← AuthDec(skj , pk, c, aad, info)
15 return m

Listing 6: Authenticated PKE scheme APKE[AKEM,KS,AEAD] construction
from AKEM, KS and AEAD, where APKE.Gen = AKEM.Gen.

AuthEnc(sk, pk,m, aad, info)
01 (c1,K) $← AuthEncap(sk, pk)
02 (k,nonce)← KS(K, info)
03 c2 ← AEAD.Enc(k,m, aad,nonce)
04 return (c1, c2)

AuthDec(sk, pk, (c1, c2), aad, info)
05 K ← AuthDecap(sk, pk, c1)
06 (k,nonce)← KS(K, info)
07 m← AEAD.Dec(k, c2, aad,nonce)
08 return m
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In these games, the adversary A makes at most qe queries to oracle AEnc, at
most qd queries to oracle ADec, and at most qc queries to oracle Chall. The
advantage of A is

Adv(n,qe,qd,qc)-Outsider-CCA
A,APKE :=

∣∣∣∣Pr[(n, qe, qd, qc)-Outsider-CCA(A)⇒ 1]− 1
2

∣∣∣∣ ,
Adv(n,qe,qd,qc)-Insider-CCA

A,APKE :=
∣∣∣∣Pr[(n, qe, qd, qc)-Insider-CCA(A)⇒ 1]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ .
Authenticity. Furthermore, we define the games (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-Auth and
(n, qe, qd)-Insider-Auth in Listing 5. The adversary has access to an encryption and
decryption oracle and has to come up with a new tuple of ciphertext, associated
data and info for any honest receiver secret key (Outsider-Auth) or any (possibly
leaked or bad) receiver secret key (Insider-Auth), provided that the sender public
key is honest.

In these games, adversary A makes at most qe queries to oracle AEnc and
at most qd queries to oracle ADec. The advantage of A is defined as

Adv(n,qe,qd)-Outsider-Auth
A,APKE := Pr[(n, qe, qd)-Outsider-Auth(A)⇒ 1] ,

Adv(n,qe,qd)-Insider-Auth
A,APKE := Pr[(n, qe, qd)-Insider-Auth(A)⇒ 1] .

4.3 From AKEM to APKE

In this section we define and analyse a general transformation that models
HPKE’s way of constructing APKE from an AKEM (c.f. Definition 6) and an
AEAD (c.f. [3, Section 3]). It also uses a so-called key schedule KS which we model
as a keyed function KS : K × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗, where K matches the AKEM’s
key space. KS outputs an AEAD key k and an initialisation vector nonce (called
base nonce in the RFC) from which the AEAD’s nonces are computed. (The key
schedule defined in the HPKE standard also outputs an additional key called
exporter secret that can be used to derive keys for use by arbitrary higher-level
applications. This export API is not part of the single-shot encryption API that
we are analysing, and thus we omit it in our definitions.) Listing 6 gives the
formal specification of APKE built from AKEM, KS and AEAD.

We observe that in the single-shot encryption API, every AEAD key k is
used to produce exactly one ciphertext, and thus is only used with one nonce. In
HPKE, messages are counted with a sequence number s starting at 0 and the
nonce for a message is computed by nonce ⊕ s. For the single-shot encryption
API this means that the nonce is equal to the initialisation vector nonce. At the
same time, this means that nonce is by definition unique.

We now give theorems stating the (n, qe, qd, qc)-Outsider-CCA, (n, qe, qd)-
Outsider-Auth and (n, qe, qd, qc)-Insider-CCA security of APKE[AKEM,KS,AEAD]
defined in Listing 6. Theorems 3 to 5 are proven using CryptoVerif version 2.04.
This version includes an improvement in the computation of probability bounds
that allows us to express these bounds as functions of the total numbers of
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queries to the AEnc, ADec, and Chall oracles instead of the number of users
and the numbers of queries per user. The CryptoVerif input files are given in
hpke.auth.outsider-cca.ocv, hpke.auth.insider-cca.ocv, and hpke.auth.outsider-
auth.ocv [2]. These proofs are fairly straightforward. As an example, we prefer
explaining the proof of Theorem 7 later, which is more interesting. In Section 4.4,
we show that APKE[AKEM,KS,AEAD] cannot achieve Insider-Auth security.

As detailed in the long version [3, Section 3], we define a multi-key PRF
security experiment (nk, qPRF)-PRF with nk keys, in which the adversary makes
at most qPRF queries for each key. We also define multi-key IND-CPA and INT-
CTXT security experiments for the AEAD: nk-IND-CPA and (nk, qd)-INT-CTXT,
with nk keys, in which the adversary makes at most one encryption query for
each key and, for the INT-CTXT experiment, at most qd decryption queries in
total. In these experiments, the nonces of the AEAD are chosen randomly.

Theorem 3 (AKEM Outsider-CCA + KS PRF + AEAD IND-CPA + AEAD INT-
CTXT ⇒ APKE Outsider-CCA). For any (n, qe, qd, qc)-Outsider-CCA adversary
A against APKE[AKEM,KS,AEAD], there exist an (n, qe + qc, qd)-Outsider-CCA
adversary B against AKEM, an (qc, qc + qd)-PRF adversary C against KS, an
qc-IND-CPA adversary D1 against AEAD and an (qc, qd)-INT-CTXT adversary
D2 against AEAD such that tB ≈ tA, tC ≈ tA, tD1 ≈ tA, tD2 ≈ tA, and

Adv(n,qe,qd,qc)-Outsider-CCA
A,APKE[AKEM,KS,AEAD] ≤ 2 · Adv(n,qe+qc,qd)-Outsider-CCA

B,AKEM + 2 · Adv(qc,qc+qd)-PRF
C,KS

+ 2 · Advqc-IND-CPA
D1,AEAD + 2 · Adv(qc,qd)-INT-CTXT

D2,AEAD

+ 6n2 · PAKEM .

Theorem 4 (AKEM Insider-CCA+KS PRF+AEAD IND-CPA+AEAD INT-CTXT
⇒ APKE Insider-CCA). For any (n, qe, qd, qc)-Insider-CCA adversary A against
APKE[AKEM,KS,AEAD], there exist an (n, qe, qd, qc)-Insider-CCA adversary B
against AKEM, an (qc, qc + qd)-PRF adversary C against KS, an qc-IND-CPA
adversary D1 against AEAD and an (qc, qd)-INT-CTXT adversary D2 against
AEAD such that tB ≈ tA, tC ≈ tA, tD1 ≈ tA, tD2 ≈ tA, and

Adv(n,qe,qd,qc)-Insider-CCA
A,APKE[AKEM,KS,AEAD] ≤ 2 · Adv(n,qe,qd,qc)-Insider-CCA

B,AKEM + 2 · Adv(qc,qc+qd)-PRF
C,KS

+ 2 · Advqc-IND-CPA
D1,AEAD + 2 · Adv(qc,qd)-INT-CTXT

D2,AEAD

+ 6n2 · PAKEM .

Theorem 5 (AKEM Outsider-CCA+AKEM Outsider-Auth+KS PRF+AEAD INT-
CTXT ⇒ APKE Outsider-Auth). For any (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-Auth adversary A
against APKE[AKEM,KS,AEAD], there exist an (n, qe, qd + 1)-Outsider-CCA ad-
versary B1 against AKEM, an (n, qe, qd + 1)-Outsider-Auth adversary B2 against
AKEM, an (qe + qd + 1, qe + 2qd + 1)-PRF adversary C against KS, and an
(qe + 3qd + 3, 4qd + 1)-INT-CTXT adversary D against AEAD such that tB1 ≈ tA,

https://github.com/blipp/hpke-analysis-suppl-material/blob/master/hpke.auth.outsider-cca.ocv
https://github.com/blipp/hpke-analysis-suppl-material/blob/master/hpke.auth.insider-cca.ocv
https://github.com/blipp/hpke-analysis-suppl-material/blob/master/hpke.auth.outsider-auth.ocv
https://github.com/blipp/hpke-analysis-suppl-material/blob/master/hpke.auth.outsider-auth.ocv
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tB2 ≈ tA, tC ≈ tA, tD ≈ tA, and

Adv(n,qe,qd)-Outsider-Auth
A,APKE[AKEM,KS,AEAD] ≤ Adv(n,qe,qd+1)-Outsider-CCA

B1,AKEM + Adv(n,qe,qd+1)-Outsider-Auth
B2,AKEM

+ Adv(qe+qd+1,qe+2qd+1)-PRF
C,KS

+ Adv(qe+3qd+3,4qd+1)-INT-CTXT
D,AEAD + n(qe + 13n) · PAKEM .

4.4 Infeasibility of Insider-Auth security

For any AKEM, KS, and AEAD, the construction APKE[AKEM,KS,AEAD] given
in Listing 6 is not (n, qe, qd)-Insider-Auth secure. The inherent reason for this
construction to be vulnerable against this attack is that the KEM ciphertext
does not depend on the message. Thus, the KEM ciphertext can be reused and
the DEM ciphertext can be exchanged by the encryption of any other message.

Theorem 6. There exists an efficient adversary A against (n, qe, qd)-Insider-Auth
security of APKE[AKEM,KS,AEAD] such that

Adv(n,qe,qd)-Insider-Auth
A,APKE[AKEM,KS,AEAD] = 1 .

Proof. We construct adversary A in Listing 7. It takes as input n public keys and
has oracle access to AEnc and ADec. It first generates a key pair (sk∗, pk∗) and
queries the AEnc oracle on any index i∗, receiver public key pk∗, an arbitrary
message m1, as well as arbitrary associated data aad and string info.

Listing 7: Adversary A against (n, qe, qd)-Insider-Auth as defined in Listing 5,
of APKE[AKEM,KS,AEAD].

Adversary AAEnc,ADec(pk1, . . . , pkn)
01 (sk∗, pk∗)← AKEM.Gen
02 i∗ := 1; m1 := aad := info := 1
03 (c1, c2)← AEnc(i∗, pk∗,m1, aad, info)
04 K ← AuthDecap(sk∗, pki∗ , c1)
05 (k,nonce)← KS(K, info)
06 m2 := 2
07 c′2 ← AEAD.Enc(k,m2, aad,nonce)
08 return (i∗, sk∗, (c1, c

′
2), aad, info)

The challenger computes (c1,K) $← AuthEncap(ski∗ , pk∗), (k,nonce)←KS(K,
info) and c2 ← AEAD.Enc(k,m1, aad,nonce), and returns (c1, c2) to A.

Since A knows the secret key sk∗, it is able to compute the underlying KEM
key K using AuthDecap. Next, it computes (k,nonce) and thus retrieves the
key k used in the AEAD scheme. Finally, A encrypts any other message m2
to ciphertext c′2 and replaces the AEAD ciphertext c2 with the new ciphertext.
Since (c1, c2) 6= (c1, c

′
2), the latter constitutes a valid forgery in the (n, qe, qd)-

Insider-Auth security experiment. ut
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Listing 8: DH-AKEM[N ,KDF] = (Gen,AuthEncap,AuthDecap) as defined in the
RFC [5], constructed from a nominal group N and key derivation function
KDF : {0, 1}∗ → K, with K = {0, 1}N .

Gen
01 sk $← EH

02 pk ← gsk

03 return (sk, pk)

ExtractAndExpand(dh, context)
04 IKM ← "HPKE-v1" || suiteid ||

"eae_prk" || dh
05 info ← Encode(N) || "HPKE-v1" ||

suiteid || "shared_secret" ||
context

06 return KDF("", IKM , info)

AuthEncap(sk ∈ EH , pk ∈ G)
07 (esk, epk) $← Gen
08 context ← (epk, pk, gsk)
09 dh← (pkesk , pksk)
10 K ← ExtractAndExpand(dh, context)
11 return (epk,K)

AuthDecap(sk ∈ EH , pk ∈ G, epk ∈ G)
12 context ← (epk, gsk , pk)
13 dh← (epksk , pksk)
14 return ExtractAndExpand(dh, context)

5 The HPKE Standard

In Section 5.1, we show how to construct HPKE’s abstract AKEM construction
DH-AKEM from a nominal group N and a key derivation function KDF. In
Section 5.2, we define and analyse HPKE’s specific key schedule KSAuth and key
derivation function HKDFN . Finally, in Section 5.3 we put everything together
and obtain the HPKE standard in Auth mode from all previous sections.

5.1 HPKE’s AKEM Construction DH-AKEM

In this section we present the RFC’s instantiation of the AKEM definition, and
prove that it satisfies the security notions defined earlier. Listing 8 shows the
formal definition of DH-AKEM[N ,KDF] relative to a nominal group N (c.f. Defi-
nition 1) and a key derivation function KDF : {0, 1}∗ → K, where K is the key
space. (The RFC uses a key space K, consisting of bitstrings of length N , which
corresponds to Nsecret in the RFC.) The construction also depends on the
fixed-size protocol constants "HPKE-v1" and suiteid, where suiteid identifies the
KEM in use: it is a string "KEM" plus a two-byte identifier of the KEM algorithm.
The bitstring Encode(N) is the two-byte encoding of the length N expressed in
bytes. Correctness follows by property (1) of Definition 1. We make the implicit
convention that AuthEncap and AuthDecap return reject (⊥) if their inputs are
not of the right data type as specified in Listing 8.

We continue with statements about the (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCA, (n, qe, qd, qc)-
Insider-CCA, and (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-Auth security of DH-AKEM[N ,KDF], mod-
elling KDF as a random oracle. The proofs are written with CryptoVerif version
2.04; the input files are dhkem.auth.outsider-cca-lr.ocv, dhkem.auth.insider-cca-
lr.ocv, and dhkem.auth.outsider-auth-lr.ocv [2]. We sketch the proof of one of
the three theorems as an example, to help understand CryptoVerif’s approach.

Our results hold for any nominal group, which covers the three NIST curves
allowed by the RFC, as well as for the other two allowed curves, Curve25519 and

https://github.com/blipp/hpke-analysis-suppl-material/blob/master/dhkem.auth.outsider-cca-lr.ocv
https://github.com/blipp/hpke-analysis-suppl-material/blob/master/dhkem.auth.insider-cca-lr.ocv
https://github.com/blipp/hpke-analysis-suppl-material/blob/master/dhkem.auth.insider-cca-lr.ocv
https://github.com/blipp/hpke-analysis-suppl-material/blob/master/dhkem.auth.outsider-auth-lr.ocv
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Curve448. The bounds given in Theorems 7 to 9 depend on the probabilities ∆N
and PN , which can be instantiated for these five different curves using the values
indicated in Table 2 on Page 27.

At the end of this section, we sketch the attack against the Insider-Auth
security.

Theorem 7 (Outsider-CCA security of DH-AKEM). Under the GDH assump-
tion in N and modelling KDF as a random oracle, DH-AKEM[N ,KDF] is Outsider-
CCA secure. In particular, for any adversary A against (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCA
security of DH-AKEM[N ,KDF] that issues at most qh queries to the random
oracle KDF, there exists an adversary B against GDH such that

Adv(n,qe,qd)-Outsider-CCA
A,DH-AKEM[N ,KDF] ≤ AdvGDH

B,N + (n+ qe) ·∆N
+ (qeqd + 2nqe + 7q2

e + 13n2) · PN

B issues nqe + nqd + 2qdqh + 3nqh queries to the DH oracle, and tB ≈ tA.

Proof. This proof is mechanized using the tool CryptoVerif. We give to the tool
the assumptions that N is a nominal group that satisfies the GDH assumption,
formalized by Definition 4, and that KDF is a random oracle. We also give the
definition of DH-AKEM, and ask it to show that the games (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-
CCA` and (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCAr are computationally indistinguishable. In the
particular case of DH-AKEM, these two games include an additional oracle: the
random oracle KDF. The theorem, the initial game definitions, and the proof
indications are available in the file dhkem.auth.outsider-cca-lr.ocv [2].

The proof proceeds by transforming the game (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCA` by sev-
eral steps into a game Gfinal and the game (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCAr into the same
game Gfinal. Since all transformation steps performed by CryptoVerif are designed
to preserve computational indistinguishability, we obtain that (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-
CCA` and (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCAr are computationally indistinguishable. We
guide the transformations with the following main steps.

Starting from (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCA`, in the oracle AEncap, we first distin-
guish whether the provided public key pk is honest, by testing whether pk = pki
for some i (a test that appears in (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCAr). We rename some
variables to give them different names when pk ∈ {pk1, . . . , pkn} and when
pk /∈ {pk1, . . . , pkn}, to facilitate future game transformations. In the oracle
ADecap, we test whether ∃K : (pk, pkj , c,K) ∈ E , which corresponds to a
test done in (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCAr. Furthermore, when this test succeeds, we
replace the result normally returned by ADecap, AuthDecap(skj , pk, c) with the
key K found in E . CryptoVerif shows that this replacement does not modify the
result, which corresponds to the correctness of DH-AKEM. In the random oracle,
we distinguish whether the argument received from the adversary has a format
that matches the one used by DH-AKEM or not. Only when the format matches,
this argument may coincide with a call to the hash oracle made from DH-AKEM.
Next, we apply the random oracle assumption. Each call to the random oracle is
replaced with the following test: if the argument is equal to the argument of a

https://github.com/blipp/hpke-analysis-suppl-material/blob/master/dhkem.auth.outsider-cca-lr.ocv
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previous call, we return the previous result; otherwise, we return a fresh random
value. Finally, we apply the GDH assumption, which allows us to show that some
comparisons between Diffie-Hellman values are false. In particular, CryptoVerif
shows that the arguments of calls to the random oracle coming from AEncap
with pk ∈ {pk1, . . . , pkn} cannot coincide with arguments of other calls. Hence,
they return a fresh random key, as in (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCAr.

Starting from (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCAr, in the random oracle, we distinguish
whether the argument received from the adversary has a format that matches the
one used by DH-AKEM or not. Next, we apply the random oracle assumption, as
we did on the left-hand side.

The transformed games obtained respectively from (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCA`
and from (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCAr are then equal, which concludes the proof.

CryptoVerif computes the bound on the probability of distinguishing the
games (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCA` and (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-CCAr by adding bounds
computed at each transformation step. During this proof, CryptoVerif automati-
cally eliminates unlikely collisions, in particular between public Diffie-Hellman
keys. By default, CryptoVerif eliminates these collisions aggressively, even when
that is not required for the proof to succeed, which results in a large probability
bound. To avoid that, we guide the tool by giving estimates for n, qper user

e ,
qper user
d , qh, PN , where qper user

e and qper user
d are the number of AEncap and

ADecap queries respectively, per user. We also give a maximum probability
for which we allow eliminating collisions. Our estimates are such that we allow
eliminating collisions of probability PN times a cubic factor in n, qper user

e , and
qper user
d , but do not allow eliminating collisions with more than a cubic factor in
n, qper user

e , and qper user
d , nor collisions that involve qh. These estimates are used

only to decide whether to eliminate collisions. The obtained probability formula
is then valid even if the actual numbers do not match the given estimates.

The probability formula computed by CryptoVerif involves both the total
numbers of queries qe, qd and the number of queries per user qper user

e , qper user
d .

For simplicity, we upper bound qper user
e by qe and qper user

d by qd, yielding the
formula given in the theorem. ut

Theorem 8 (Insider-CCA security of DH-AKEM). Under the GDH assumption
in N and modelling KDF as a random oracle, DH-AKEM[N ,KDF] is Insider-
CCA secure. In particular, for any (n, qe, qd, qc)-Insider-CCA adversary A against
DH-AKEMN that issues at most qh queries to the random oracle, there exists an
adversary B against GDH such that

Adv(n,qe,qd,qc)-Insider-CCA
A,DH-AKEM[N ,KDF] ≤ AdvGDH

B,N + (n+ qc) ·∆N
+ (2qeqd + qcqd + qcqe + 2nqe + 7q2

e + 2q2
c + 17n2) · PN

B makes nqe + 2qcqe + 2qdqh + 3nqh queries to the DH oracle, and tB ≈ tA.

Theorem 9 (Outsider-Auth security of DH-AKEM). Under the sqGDH as-
sumption in N and modelling KDF as a random oracle, DH-AKEM[N ,KDF] is
Outsider-Auth secure. In particular, for any (n, qe, qd)-Outsider-Auth adversary
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A against DH-AKEMN that issues at most qh queries to the random oracle, there
exists an adversary B against sqGDH such that

Adv(n,qe,qd)-Outsider-Auth
A,DH-AKEM[N ,KDF] ≤ 2AdvsqGDH

B,N + 2(n+ qe) ·∆N
+ (qeqd + 4nqd + 12q2

e + 4nqe + 20n2) · PN

B issues nqe + nqd + 4qdqh + 3nqh queries to the DH oracle, and tB ≈ tA.

Infeasibility of Insider-Auth security. As for APKE, we could define an
Insider-Auth security notion for AKEM, which precludes forgeries even when the
receiver key pair is dishonest, provided the sender key pair is honest. However,
the DH-AKEM construction does not even achieve KCI security, a relaxation
of Insider-Auth security only precluding forgeries for leaked, but still honestly
generated, receiver key pairs. Indeed, in DH-AKEM, knowledge of an arbitrary
receiver secret key is already sufficient to compute the Diffie-Hellman shared key
for any sender public key. Thus, in a KCI attack, an adversary that learns a
target receiver’s keys can trivially produce a KEM ciphertext and corresponding
encapsulated key for any target sender public key.

5.2 HPKE’s Key Schedule and Key Derivation Function

HPKE’s key schedule KSAuth and key derivation function HKDFN are both
instantiated via the functions Extract and Expand which are defined below. We
proceed to prove a theorem that KSAuth is a PRF, as needed for the composition
results presented in Theorems 3 to 5. Then, we argue why HKDFN can be
modelled as a random oracle, as assumed by Theorems 7 to 9 on DH-AKEM.
Finally, we indicate how the entire HPKEAuth scheme is assembled from the
individual building blocks presented in the previous sections.
Extract and Expand. The RFC defines two functions Extract and Expand as
follows.

– Extract(salt, IKM ) is a function keyed by a bitstring salt, with input keying
material IKM as parameter, and returns a bitstring of fixed length Nh bits.

– Expand(PRK , info, L) is a function keyed by PRK , with an arbitrary bitstring
info and a length L as parameters, and returns a bitstring of length L.

In Theorem 10, we assume that Extract and Expand are PRFs with the first
parameter being the PRF key. HPKE instantiates Extract and Expand with
HMAC-SHA-2, for which the PRF assumption is justified by [6,7]. (Generally,
HPKE’s instantiation of Expand uses HMAC iteratively to achieve the variable
output length L. However, all values L used in HPKE are less or equal than
the output length of one HMAC call.) We also assume that Extract is collision
resistant, provided its keys are not larger than blocks of SHA-2, which is needed
to avoid that the keys be hashed before computing HMAC, and true in HPKE.
This property is immediate from the collision resistance of SHA-2, studied in [21].
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Listing 9: The key schedule KSAuth used in HPKEAuth [5].

KSAuth(kPRF, info)
01 return KeySchedule(kPRF, 0x02, info, "", "")

KeySchedule(kPRF,mode, info, psk, psk_id)
02 context ← mode ||

LabeledExtract("", "psk_id_hash", psk_id) ||
LabeledExtract("", "info_hash" , info)

03 secret ← LabeledExtract(kPRF, "secret", psk)
04 k ← LabeledExpand(secret, "key", context, Nk)
05 nonce ← LabeledExpand(secret, "base_nonce", context, Nn)
06 return (k,nonce)

LabeledExtract(salt, label, IKM ′)
07 return Extract(salt, "HPKE-v1" || suiteid || label || IKM ′)

LabeledExpand(PRK , label, context, L)
08 return Expand(PRK ,Encode(L) || "HPKE-v1" || suiteid || label || context, L)

Key Schedule. The key schedule KSAuth serves as a bridging step between the
AKEM and the AEAD of APKE. The computations done by KSAuth are as indicated
in Listing 9. The function KeySchedule used internally is the common key schedule
function that the RFC defines for all modes. In HPKEAuth, the mode parameter
is set to the constant one-byte value 0x02 identifying the mode Auth. Similarly,
mode Auth does not use a pre-shared key, so the psk parameter is always set to the
empty string "", and the value psk_id that is identifying which pre-shared key is
used, is equally set to "". The RFC defines LabeledExtract and LabeledExpand as
wrappers around Extract and Expand, for domain separation and context binding.
The value suiteid is a 10-byte string identifying the ciphersuite, composed as
a concatenation of the string "HPKE", and two-byte identifiers of the KEM, the
KDF, and the AEAD algorithm in use. The bitstring Encode(L) is the two-byte
encoding of the length L expressed in bytes. The values Nk and Nn indicate the
length of the AEAD key and nonce.

The composition results established by Theorems 3 to 5 assume that KSAuth is
a PRF. The following theorem proves this property for HPKEAuth’s instantiation
of KSAuth.

Theorem 10 (Extract CR + Extract PRF + Expand PRF ⇒ KSAuth PRF).
Assuming that Extract is a collision-resistant hash function for calls with the
labels "psk_id_hash" and "info_hash", that Extract is a PRF for calls with the
label "secret", and that Expand is a PRF, it follows that KSAuth is a PRF.

In particular, for any (nk, qPRF)-PRF adversary A against KSAuth, there exist
an adversary B against the collision resistance of Extract, a (nk, nk)-PRF adver-
sary C1 against Extract, and a (nk, 2qPRF)-PRF adversary C2 against Expand such
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that tB ≈ tA, tC1 ≈ tA, tC2 ≈ tA, and

Adv(nk,qPRF)-PRF
A,KSAuth

≤ AdvCR
B,Extract + Adv(nk,nk)-PRF

C1,Extract + Adv(nk,2qPRF)-PRF
C2,Expand .

This theorem is proven by CryptoVerif in keyschedule.auth.prf.ocv [2].
The Key Derivation Function KDF in DH-AKEM. The AKEM instantiation
DH-AKEM as we defined it in Listing 8 uses a function KDF to derive the KEM
shared secret. In HPKEAuth, this function is instantiated by HKDFN , as defined
in Listing 10, using the above-defined Extract and Expand internally. The output
length N corresponds to Nsecret in the RFC.

In the analysis of the key schedule presented above, we assume that Extract
and Expand are pseudo-random functions. However, this assumption would not
be sufficient to prove the security of DH-AKEM: the random oracle model is
required. The simplest choice is to assume that the whole key derivation function
KDF = HKDFN is a random oracle, as we do in Theorems 7 to 9. (Alternatively,
we could probably rely on some variant of the PRF-ODH assumption [14]. While
in principle the PRF-ODH assumption is weaker than the random oracle model,
Brendel et al. [14] show that it is implausible to instantiate the PRF-ODH
assumption without a random oracle, so that would not make a major difference.)
The invocations of Extract and Expand in DH-AKEM and KSAuth use different
labels for domain separation, so choosing different assumptions is sound. Next,
we further justify the random oracle assumption for HKDFN .

As mentioned at the beginning of Section 5, HPKE instantiates Extract
and Expand with HMAC [23], which makes HKDFN exactly the widely-used
HKDF key derivation function [24]. HPKE specifies SHA-2 as the hash function
underlying HMAC. Lemma 6 in [27] shows that HKDF is indifferentiable from a
random oracle under the following assumptions6: (1) HMAC is indifferentiable
from a random oracle. For HMAC-SHA-2, this is justified by Theorem 4.4 in [19]
assuming the compression function underlying SHA-2 is a random oracle. The
theorem’s restriction on HMAC’s key size is fulfilled, because DH-AKEM uses
either the empty string, or a bitstring of hash output length as key. (2) Values of
IKM do not collide with values of info || 0x01. This is guaranteed by the prefix
"HPKE-v1" of IKM , which is used as a prefix for info as well, but shifted by two
characters, because the two-byte encoding of the length N comes before it. The
shared secret lengths Nsecret specified in the RFC correspond exactly to the
output length of the hash function; this means there is only one internal call to
Expand, and thus we do not need to consider collisions of IKM with the input to
later HMAC calls.

5.3 HPKE’s APKE Scheme HPKEAuth

Let HPKEAuth := APKE[DH-AKEM[N ,HKDFN ],KSAuth,AEAD] be the APKE con-
struction obtained by applying the black-box AKEM/DEM composition of List-
ing 6 to the DH-AKEM[N ,HKDFN ] authenticated KEM (Listing 8), where N is
6 The exact probability bound is indicated in Lemma 8 of that paper’s full version.

https://github.com/blipp/hpke-analysis-suppl-material/blob/master/keyschedule.auth.prf.ocv
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Listing 10: Function HKDFN [Extract,Expand] as used in HPKEAuth.

HKDFN (salt, IKM , info)
01 PRK ← Extract(salt, IKM )
02 return Expand(PRK , info, N)

a nominal group. For the key schedule of HPKEAuth we use KSAuth of Listing 9
and for the key derivation function we use HKDFN of Listing 10. For both KSAuth
and HKDFN we implement the Extract and Expand functions using HMAC (as
described in the HPKE specification). Finally, we instantiate HMAC using one
of the SHA2 family of hash functions. (Which one depends on the target bit
security of HPKEAuth, as we discuss below.)

The AKEM/DEM composition Theorems 3 to 5, together with Theorem 10
on the key schedule KSAuth, and Theorems 7 to 9 on DH-AKEM’s security, and
PDH-AKEM = PN provide the following concrete security bounds for HPKEAuth.
For simplicity, we ignore all constants and set q := qe + qd + qc.

Adv(n,qe,qd,qc)-Outsider-CCA
A,HPKEAuth

≤ AdvGDH
B1,N + (n+ q)2 · PN + (n+ q) ·∆N

+ Adv(q,q)-PRF
C,KSAuth

+ Advq-IND-CPA
D1,AEAD + Adv(q,q)-INT-CTXT

D2,AEAD

Adv(n,qe,qd)-Outsider-Auth
A,HPKEAuth

≤ AdvGDH
B1,N + AdvsqGDH

B2,N + (n+ q)2 · PN + (n+ q) ·∆N

+ Adv(q,q)-PRF
C,KSAuth

+ Adv(q,q)-INT-CTXT
D1,AEAD .

The bound for Insider-CCA is the same as the one for Outsider-CCA. In all bounds,
we have Adv(q,q)-PRF

C,KSAuth
≤ AdvCR

C1,Extract + Adv(q,q)-PRF
C2,Extract + Adv(q,q)-PRF

C3,Expand. Moreover, the
adversaries B1,B2, C,D1,D2 have (roughly) the same running time as A.
Parameter Choices of HPKEAuth. To obtain a concrete instance of HPKEAuth,
the HPKE standard allows different choices of nominal groups N that lead to
different bounds on the statistical parameters PN and ∆N . The standard also
fixes the length N of the KEM keyspace, c.f. Table 2. Even though lengths are
expressed in bytes in the RFC and the implementation, we express them in bits
in this section as this is more convenient to discuss the number of bits of security.

All concrete instances of HPKEAuth proposed by the HPKE standard build
Extract and Expand from HMAC which, in turn, uses a hash function. HPKE
proposes several concrete hash functions (all in the SHA2 family). For our security
bounds, the relevant consequence of choosing a particular hash function is the
resulting key length Nh of Expand when used as a PRF, c.f. Table 3.

Finally, to instantiate HPKEAuth, we must also specify the AEAD scheme.
HPKE allows for several choices which affect the AEAD key length Nk, nonces
length Nn, and tag length Nt, c.f. Table 4.
Discussion. We say that an instance of HPKEAuth achieves κ bits of security if
the success ratio AdvA,HPKEAuth

/tA is upper bounded by 2−κ for any adversary A
with runtime tA ≤ 2κ. In particular, we say that a term ε has κ bits of security
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Table 2: Parameters of DH-AKEM[N ,HKDFN ] depending on the choice of the
nominal group N .

P-256 P-384 P-521 Curve25519 Curve448

Security level κN (bits) 128 192 256 128 224
PN ≤ 2−255 2−383 2−520 2−250 2−444

∆N ≤ 0 0 0 2−125 2−220

KEM keyspace N (bits) 256 384 512 256 512

Table 3: Choices of HMAC and the PRF key lengths of Expand, instantiated
with HMAC.

HMAC-
SHA256

HMAC-
SHA384

HMAC-
SHA512

PRF key length Nh of Expand (bits) 256 384 512

Table 4: Choices of the AEAD scheme and their parameters.

AES-128-
GCM

AES-256-
GCM

ChaCha20-
Poly1305

AEAD key length Nk (bits) 128 256 256
AEAD nonces length Nn (bits) 96 96 96
AEAD tag length Nt (bits) 128 128 128

if ε/tA ≤ 2−κ. We discuss the implications of our results for the bit security of
the various instances of HPKEAuth proposed by the standard.

The runtime tA of any adversary A in an APKE security game is lower-
bounded by n+ q, since the adversary needs n steps to parse the n public keys
and additional q steps to make the oracle queries. We assume that tA ≤ 2κ,
where κ is the target security level.

We now estimate the security level supported by each term in AdvA,HPKEAuth
.

– Term AdvGDH
B1,N . Nominal groups N proposed for use by the HPKE standard

were designed to provide κN bits of security (c.f. Table 2). That is, we assume
that AdvGDH

B1,N /tB1 ≤ 2−κN . Since tA ≈ tB1 , we conclude that this term has
κN bits of security. The same arguments hold for AdvsqGDH

B2,N .
– Term (n+ q)2 · PN . Let us show that this term also has κN bits of security.

We have n + q ≤ tA. Thus, it suffices to show that (n + q) · PN ≤ 2−κN .
Since tA ≤ 2κN , we get that (n+ q) ≤ 2κN . The statement now follows as,
according to Table 2, PN . 2−2κN .

– Term (n+q)·∆N . Let us show that this term also has κN bits of security. For
all NIST curves, we have∆N = 0 trivially implying the statement. In contrast,
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for Curve25519 and Curve448, ∆N . 2−κN , so (n+ q) ·∆N ≈ (n+ q)2−κN .
As n+ q ≤ tA, the statement also holds for these curves.

– Term AdvCR
C1,Extract. The output length Nh of the concrete hash functions are

listed in Table 3. Since the generic bound on collision resistance is t2C1
/2Nh ,

this term has Nh/2 bits of security.
– Term Adv(q,q)-PRF

C3,Expand. The PRF key lengths Nh of Expand are specified in
Table 3. Modelling the PRF as a random oracle, we have Adv(q,q)-PRF

C3,Expand ≤
q2/2Nh . So this term also has Nh/2 bits of security.

– Term Adv(q,q)-PRF
C2,Extract. The PRF key length N of Extract is specified in Table 2.

By the same argument as for the previous term, this term has N/2 bits of
security. Since N/2 ≥ κN by Table 2, this term has κN bits of security.

– Terms Advq-IND-CPA
D1,AEAD + Adv(q,q)-INT-CTXT

D2,AEAD . The terms refer to the multi-key
security of the AEAD schemes (c.f. [3, Section 3]), studied for instance in [10].
However, the current results are not sufficient to guarantee the expected
security level, such as 128 bits for AES-128-GCM. We recommend further
research to study the exact bounds of the terms instantiated with the AEAD
schemes from Table 4. In any case a simple key/nonce-collision attack has
success probability Advq-IND-CPA

D1,AEAD = q2/2Nk+Nn , where Nk is the AEAD key
length and Nn is the nonce length. A simple computation shows that this term
has at most Nk bits of security (assuming q ≤ 2Nn). Moreover, a simple attack
against INT-CTXT by guessing the authentication tag has success probability
Adv(q,q)-INT-CTXT

D2,AEAD = q/2Nt , where Nt is the length of the authentication tag.
Hence, this term has at most Nt bits of security. Assuming these attacks
also serve as an upper bound, these terms would have min(Nk, Nt) bits of
security if q ≤ 2Nn . Since for all AEAD schemes of Table 4, we have Nt = 128
bits, that limits the security level of HPKE to 128 bits.

To sum up, the analysis above suggests that HPKE has about κ = min(κN ,
Nh/2, Nk, Nt) bits of security, under the assumption that tA ≤ 2κ and q ≤ 2Nn .
Since the tag length of the AEAD is Nt = 128 bits, we obtain κ = 128 bits; a
greater security level could be obtained by using AEADs with longer tags. More
research on the multi-key security of AEAD schemes is still needed to confirm
this analysis.
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